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Modality and polarity*

Sjef Barbiers
Rolal Netherlands Academy of Sciences, Meertens Instituut, Amsterdam

In this paper it is argued that the possible interpretations of a modal verb
primarily depend on properties ofits complement. On the basis of
non-verbal complementation of modals in Dutch it is shown that modals
always require a complement that denotes a bounded scale. The nature of this
scale dete¡mines whether the modal gets a root or an epistemic

1. Introduction

This paper investigates the relation between the interpretations of modal verbs
and the nature of their complements, starting out with a crossJhguistically
rare construction in which modals take non-verbal complements:ì

(1) a. Het licht moet aan.
thP liohf mr.t Õn

'The light must be switched on.'
b. De fles moet leeg.

the botde must empty
'The botde must be emptied.'

The ensuing analysis of this construction leads to the following claims:

i. The non-verbal complements in (1) cannot be analysed as involvi¡g a
silent infinitive (Section 2; contra Geerts eI al. 1984; Vanden Wlngaerd
1994).

ii. The complement of a modal must denote a value on a bounded scale, re-
gardless of the interpretation of the modal. If the complement does not
denote such a value, the sentence is ungrammatical (Section 2).

iii. The data in (1) are problernatical for analyses according to which root in-
terpretations always involve control structües while epistemic interpreta-
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lv.

tions always involve subject raising structures (e.g. Hoftnann 1966; Ross
1969; Perlmutter 1970).2 While the modals in (1) must be analysed as rars-
ifìg verbs, they can only have root interpretations, not epistemic interpre-
tatio n s.

In root interpretations, a modal can be subject-oriented (dyadic) or non-
subject-oriented (monadic). A modal is always monadic in epistemic in-
terpretations (Section 3).
Modals with a root interpretation alwâys involve a potential change ofthe
value on the scale introduced by the modal's complement, i.e. a poten-
tial polaritF transition. .When such a change is impossible, e.g. when the
complement of a modal denotes a invariable propertf of the subject, an
epistemic i¡terpretation is forced (Section 4).

vi. The semantic ambiguity of modals is determined by two pararneters: (1)
the subject-orientation of the modal, and (2) the availability of a poten-
tial change ofvalue on a bounded scale. This yields four classes of modal
interpretations (Section 5).

vii. The s)-ntactic complement of the modal determines its interpretations.
There are two t¡res of complements that cannot be interpreted as involving
a potential change ofvalue. In the case ofa definite nominal complement,
this gives rise to syrnpathy/antipathy interpretations. In the case ofa verbal
complement, this yields an epistemic ùrterpretation. These interpretations
are possible only ifnegation or (abstract) afñrmation is present to provide
the required value on a bounded scale (Section 6).

viìi. Epistemic interpretations are non-subject-oriented. This follows fiom the
assumption that the semantic relation between a verb and the subiect is es-
tablished by an (abstract) verbal head r^.ith D-features. In the epistemic in-
terpretation, the projection ofthis verbal head including the subject is the
single argument of the modal, makhg it impossible to establish a modal
relation between subject and verbaì complement (Section 7).

ix. The negative polarÍy of moeten'mttst in (2a) andthebipolaity of mogen
may' in (2b) follow directly from the general lexical argument structure
of modals. There is no need to assume that this polarity is an accidental
lexical idiosp:rcrasy or that polar and non-polar insLances of moeten and
mogeninvolve different lexicaÌ entries (Section 8).

(2) a. Marie moet die jongen *(niet).
Marie must that boy not
'Marie does not Like that boy.'
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b. Marie mag die jongen (wel)/niet.
Made may that boy,4,FFrRM/not
'Ma¡ie likes/does not like that boy.'

z. Modals with non-verbal complements

Tiaditionall¡ Dutch modals with a non-verbal complement have been anal-
ysed as involving an infinitive that is phonologically silent or deleted at PF
(Geerts et al. 1984; Vanden Wyngaerd 1994). An advantage of such an anal-
ysis is that it allows the crosslinguistic generalisation that modals always take a
verbal complement, as in English.

(3) a. Jan moet weg (gaan).

Jan must away go
'Jan must go away'

b. lan wil een pizza (hel¡ben).
lan want a pizza (have)
'fan wants to have a pizza.'

However, there are a number of strong counterarguments. The first argument
against PF-deletion of the infinitive in the case of modals with a non-verbal
complement is that certai¡ cases would require deletion of a passive comple-
ment. This incorrectly predicts that such cases should allow a BY-phrase or an
agent-oriented adverb. The crucial observation on which this argument rests
is that it is not always sufñcient to assume tlat GO, HAVE, BE or some other
basic verb is deleted: othe¡ more complex verbal expressions must be assumed
to be deletable as well.

(4 ) a. Deze lampen moeten uit (l gaan/l zijn).)
these lights must out (go/be)
'These lights must be switched off.'

b. Die boeken mo gen weg (/ gaan// zíjn)
these books may away (golbe)
'These book can be thrown away'

The sentences in (4) with audible GO/BE leld an interpretation that is com-
pletely different from the interpretation with GO/BE absent. With GO/BE ab-
sent, the interpretation must be as given in the translation, whereas audible
GO forces an interpretation that the lights go out by themselves and the books
go away by themselves, while audible BE forces an interpretation that the lights
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mustbe out and the books must be away at uttetance time or some point in the
future. A.s the translations in (4) indicate; the interpretation of (4a, b) without
an infinitive is as with an embedded pâssive. We could assume that (4a, b) is
the result ofPF-deletion ofthe embedded passive:

(5) a. Deze lampen moeten uit Ìyerd€n€edaaå.
these lights must out (be done)
'These lights must be switched off.'

b. Die boeken mogen weg vrerde+gedaaa.
these books may away (be donè)
'These books can be thrown away'

If (5a, b) were the correct ânalysis, it should be possible to add a BY-phrase
or an agent-oriented adverb, since passives allow such an addition. However,
BY-phrases and agent-oriented adverbs are impossible when there is no overt
verbal complement (6a, b), even though deletion of infinitive and particþle
normalÌy does not force deletion ofBY-phrase or agent-oriented adverb (6c, d).

(6) a. Deze lampen moeten doorjou uit .lworden gedaan).
these lights must by you out (be done)
'These lights must be sw.itched off.'

b. Die lampen moeten zorguldig uit *(worden gedaan).
these lights must carefilly off (be done)
'These lights must be switched off carefully.'

c. De larnp moet door P aan r,vetden gedaa:r en door J, uit worden
gedaan.
the light must by P on be done and by J. off be done
'The light must be switched on by Peter and switched offby Jan.'

d, De lamp moet zorgvuldig aan werde+6edaaa en uit worden gedaan.
the light must carefirlly on be done and off be done
'The light must be switched on and switched off carefirlly.'

The second argument against a PF-deletion analysis involves the reduced am-
biguity of modals with a non-verbal complement. Since the alleged deletion
of verbal material would take place at PF, this should not have any conse-
quences for the interpretation possibìlities. However, whereas a modal with
a verbal complement can get an epistemic interpretation, a modal with a non-
verbal complement can never be interpreted epistemically. This is illust¡ated
in (7).n

(7) a. ]an mag weggaan (, ooit zal hij terugkeren).
|an may away-go (someday will he retum)
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i. 'Jan has permission to leave; (someday he will return).' deontic
ii. 'It is allowed that Ja¡ leaves; (someday he will return).'

ind.deontic
üi. 'It may be true that Jan is leaving, someday he will return

epistemic
lan mag weg (, ooit zal hij terugkeren)
Jan may away someday will he return
i. 'Jan has permission to leave; (someday he will return).' deontic
ii. 'It is allowed that Jan leaves; (someday he will return).'

ind.deontic
iü. *'It may be true that Jan is leaving, someday he will return.

ePistemic

Ä third argument against the PF-deletion analysis involves cases in which the¡e
is no suitable candidate for deleti<¡¡r:

(8) a. Jan kan niet tegen katten.
Ja¡ cannot against cats
'ian is allergic to cats.'

b. Jan kan twee keer in die jas.

Jan can twice in that coat
'That coat is a size too big for JohnÌ

c. Jan kan zijn werk niet aan.

Jan can his work not on
'Ian cannot cope with his work.'

' d. Jan moet Marie niet.
Jan must Marie not
'Jan does not like Marie.'

e, Ian mag Marie wel.
Jan may Marie arr
'Jan likes Marie.'

The final and perhaps strongest argument against the PF-deletion analysis is
' the following observation. Only constituents that denote a value on a bounded

scâle can be the non-verbal complement of a modal. The facts in (9) can be
stated directly in terms of selectional restrictions imposed by the modal if we
assume that there is no silent i¡finitive. If there were a si.lent infinitive, we
wou.ld be forced to say that the modal imposes selectional restrictions on the
complement ofits complement, a rather unusual state ofaffairs.5 (Note by the
way that the stageJevel-individuallevel distinction is irrelevant here, as the
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examples (9d, e) show It ìs also not suffrcient for the complement to denote a
scale that is unbounded, as (9f) shows.6'7)

De fles moet leeg.
the bottle must empty
Het raam kan open.ü
the window can open
Het licht mag uit.
the light may off

*Het konijn kan ziek.
the rabbit can sick

xlan moet inteÌligent.
Ian must intelligent

*De speler moet lang.
the player must long

I will assume on the basis ofthese four arguments that Dutch modals can have
a non-verbal complement, as long as this complement denotes a value on a
bounded scale.

3. Against a raising-control analysis ofthe epistemic-root distinction

On the basis ofthe conclusion that modals in Dutch can have non-yerbal com-
plements, it is possible to show that the semantic epistemic-root disti¡ction
cannot always be expressed in terms ofthe syntactic distinction between raising
and control verbs.e An example ofthis traditional s)'ntactic analysis of modal
ambiguþ (cf. Hofmann 1966; Ross 1969; Perlmutter 1970) is given in (10).

(10) lohn must be kind.
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Feldman (1986) and Brennan (1993) have already observed that sentences
such as the ones in (t l) clearþ can have deontic interpretations but cannot be
analysed as involving controì:

( I i ) a. De brief moet van lan voor vijf uur in Amsterdam zijn.
the letter must oflan before five hour in Amsterdam be
'lan requires that the letter be in Amsterdam before five o'clock.'

b. De nieuwe machine rnag geen problemen geven.
the new machine may no probÌems cause

'It is unacceptable if the new machine causes problems.'

The sentences in (11) cannot be cases of control since the obligation and
permission are not attributed to a subject; rather, the obligation/permission
applies to an entire state ofaffairs here: the state ofaffairs'the letter be in.Am-
sterdam before five o'clock' is obligator¡ and the state of affairs 'the new ma-
chine causing problems' is not permitted. The modals in ( 11) must therefore
be analysed as monadic predicates.

Modals with non-verbal complements provide an even stronger argument
against the raising-control analysis of the epistemic-root distinction. As is
well-known, smâIl clause PP-complements in Dutch cannot be extraposed
(12a; Hoekstra 1984), whereas all other types of PPs, such as PP-arguments
(12b) and PP-adjuncts (12c), can:

(12) a. dat lan <naar huis> gaat <*naar huis>
that Jan to home goes to home

, 'that Jan is going home'
b. dat Ian (naar Made> luistert <naar Marie>

that Tan to Made listens to Marie
'that Jan is listening to Marie'

c. dat Tan <in de tuin> zit te lezen <in de tuin>
that fan in the garden sits to read in the garden
'that lan is reading in the garderl

PP-complements of modals behave like small clause complements in this
respect:

(13) a. dat Jan morgen <naar Amsterdam> moet <*naar Amsterdam>
that Jan tomoffow to Amsterdam must to Amsterdam

b. dat de brief morgen <in de prullenbak> mag <*in de prullenbak>
that the letter tomorrow into the trashcan may into the trashcan

(e) 
".

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

'It must be true that Iohn is kind.'
John¡ must be [! kind]
'lohn has the obligation to be kind.'
John¡ rnust be IPROi kind]

Scale: erripty-fi.rll

Scale: closed-open

Scale: off-on

epistemic
raising

root
conûol

In (10i), the modal is a monadic predicate, takiag the proposition as its sole ar-
gument: must (lohn be kind). The subject does not receive a Theta-role ftom
the modal. In (10ii), the modal is a dyadic predicate, a relation between the sub-
ject and a predicate: must (fohn, be kind). The sttbject lohn receives a Theta-
role from the modal, expressing that the obligation is attributed to the subiect
in ü. but not in i.
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If the PPs lnaør Amsterdamf 'to Amsterda¡d and lin àe prullenbøkl 'into the
trashcan' are small clause complements, then the DPs llønl 'larl and lde briefl
'the letter'must be their subiects. Their subjects cannot be PRO since small
clause complements cannot have PRO as their subject (14a). This in turn im-
plies that the subjects in ( 13) must have raisedfrom a position i¡side the small
clause, as is illustrated in (14b).

(14) a. Jan drinkt [5ç zichl*rr<o ziek]
Ian drinks sB sick

b. |an; moet lpp ti naar Amsterdam]
Jan must to Amsterdam

We have now established that (13a, b) must be analysed as subject raising con-
structions. If subject raising corresponded to an epistemic interpretation, the
prediction would be that sentences like (13a, b) can only have an epistemic in-
terpretation. But this prediction is wrong: sentences like (13a, b) cannot have
an epistemic interpretation; they can only have root interpretations:

(15) Jan moet naar Amsterdam.
i. 'Jan has the obligation to go to Amsterdam.'
ii. 'It is required that Jan go€s to Amsterdam.'
iii. '*It must be true that Jan is going to Ämsterdam.'

We can conclude that the raising-control analysis of the epistemic-root dis-
tincton cannot be entirely correct,

4. Potential polarity transition as a üucial property
of root interpretations

As discussed in the previous section, modals with a root interpretation can be
subject-oriented and non-sub.ject oriented (cf. Feldman 1986; Brennan 1993).
Subiect-orientation therefore cannot be used as a def,ning property of root
interpretations. Non-subject-orientation, howeve! still counts as one of the
defining properties ofthe epistemic interpretation. In this section it is shown
that there is another factor playing a role i¡ the distinction between the two
tl?es of interpretâtions: the availability ofa potential polaritf transition.

One of the arguments mentioned in Section 3 in favour ofthe existence of
constructions with a modal and a non-verbal complement is that this alÌows
us to express selectional restrictions on the complement ofthe modal straight-
forwardly: the non-verbal complement of a modal must denote a value on a
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bounded scale. If it does not, the sentence is ungrammatical. It is clear what
role this value on a bounded scale is playing in the semantic interpretation ofa
sentence with a modal. For example, a sentence like ( 1 6) rnay be paraphrased
as: 'the value that the bottle has on the scale of empty (0) to full (l) is not 1

when (16) is uttered and should become I at some point i¡ the futu¡e.'No-
tice that the sentence does not say anything about the question whether this
value will ever be reached. We may say that the interpretation of ( 1 6) involves
a potential, not an actual polarity transition from lnot 1] to l.

(16) Deze fles moet vol.
this botde must fi¡ll

My claim is that the above paraphrase of (16) reveals two essentiaì proPerties
of root interpretâtions: (i) the complement of the modal must denote a value
on â bounded scale, and (ii) this value is not the actual value at the moment
T denoted by the modal. The latter requirement makes sense intuitively: (16)
cannot be uttered in a situation in which the bottle is already Íì 1.

It can be shown that a potential polarity transition is also crucial for the
availability of root interpretations when modals have a verbal complement.
When the complement of the modal denotes a fixed property of the subject,
an epistemic interpretation is forced:r0

(17) a. De aarde moet een planeet zijn.
the earth must a planet be

direct deontic
indi¡ect deontic

epistemic

i. 'It must be true that the earth is a planet.'
ii. #'It is required that the earth is a planet.'r I

b. Jan moet een moedertaalspreker van het Fins zijn
Ian must a native speaker ofthe Finnish be
i. 'It must be true that ]an is a native speaker of Finnish.' epistemic
ü. #'lan is required to be a native speake¡ of Finnish.' root

c. fan moet zijn kamer gisteren voor vijf uur hebben opgeruimd.r2
Jan must his room yesterday before five hour have cleaned
i. 'lt must be true that Jan has cleaned his room before five.'

o'clock yesterday' epistemic
ii. #'Jan is required to have cleaned his room yesterday' root

Non-verbal complements and infinitival complements of modals thus have in
common that they only allow root interpretations if they denote a variable
properry. For non-verbal complements, this is not yet sufficient, as we have
seen: the potential polarity transition applies to a value on a bounded scale

provided by the complement. Many stage-level predicates cannot be the non-

epistemic
root
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verbal complement ofa modal, since they do not denote a value on a bounded
scale (cf. 9d, f).

Now that it has been established that a potential polarity transition is also
crucial for the availabilitf of root interpretations with infinitival complements,
the question must be asked whether infinitival complements involve a value
on a bounded scale. The null hlpothesis clearly is that they do. If we were to
hlpothesise that they do not, we would i¡ fact claim that the requirement of
a bounded scale in the case ofnon-verbal complements is completely acciden-
tal and thât non-verbal and verbal complements are fundamentally different,
despite the fact that they both must denote a variâble property.

The next question is which constituent provides the bounded scale in the
case of infinitival complements. I wor d like to suggest that it is the embedded
verb itselfthat does that. The behaviour ofthe adverbial m odifrer half 'halfwat'
supports this view. It Çpically modifies the end point ofa bounded scale (t8a)
and therefore does not occur with constituents that do not denote an end-
point (18b). As ex?ected, it can modify the infinitival complement of a modal
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explained if we assume that a verb is always dominated by a functional projec-
tion, the head of which denotes the value i (cf. Section 6 and Barbiers 1995).
The presence of the verb then guarantees the presence ofthis functional projec-
tion, and the functional projection satisfies the selectional restriction imposed
by modals, making lhe choice ofverb free. l

As the notion ofpotential polarìty transition may easily give rise to mrsun-
derstandings, four qualifications ofthe observations in (17) are called for (cf.
Barbiers 1995 and the Introduction to this volume):

(19) i. The aspectual class ofthe embedded ve¡b is irrelevant for modal in-
terpretation. More specificall¡ stative complements allow root inter-
pretations. The crucial property ofroot interpretations is whether the
situation denoted by the complement can switch ftom non-existent
to existent; whether this situation is dynamic or stative internally is
ifielevant.
Individual-level complements only block the root irìterpretations
when the subject is a name, not when the reference of the subject may
vary with different situations or worlds (20b-c). This is because the
property denoted by the predicate within the complement can only
be a permanent, invariable property relative to a padicular referent.
Perfective complements force an epistemic interpretation only when
they refer to the completion ofan event at some point ir the past, not
when they refer to the completion of an event at some point i¡ the
tutwe l20d).
It is possible to find contexts in which fixed properties such as the
one in (17a) can be interpreted as variable properties. This actually
confirms our point. In a possible world ür which the earth is yet to be
created, the property ofbeing a planet or a star has not yet been fixed
and is still variable. Therefore root interpretations are possible (20e).

( 18c, d).

(18) a. De fles is halfleeg.
the bottle is halfway empty

*Jan is halfoud.
Jan is halfway old
Ian moest halfhuilen.
]an must-eesr halfi¡ray cry
'Jan was torn betlveen laughing and crying.'

d. Ed mag maar halfbeseffen wat de bedoeling is.
Ed may only half realise what the intention is
'Ed should realise only partly what the intention is.'

The sentence in ( I 8c) means that there was a half, not a firll crying event. Aspect
is not involved here, as (18c) is not about the completion ofthe crying event.
What ( 18c) means is that ]an was halfivay bet\¡/een not crying and crying. Sim-
ilarl¡ (18d) means that Ed should be halfrvay between not understanding and
understanding what the intention is. The scale involved is simply a numeri-
cal scale from 0 to 1, ftom no event to one event. As I argue in Section 6, this
numerical scale should not be confused with the scaìe involved in epistemic
interpretations.

A striking difference between verbal and non-verbal complements of
modals is that modals do not impose any further selectional restrictions on
the embedded verb: any verb can be the complement of a modal. This can be

(20) a. Jan moet een auto hebben,
lan must a car have
i. 'It must be true that lan has a car.'
ü. 'Jan is required to have a car.'
The new professor must be a native speaker ofFinnish.
i. 'It must be true that the new professor is a n¿tive

speaker of Firurish.'
ii. 'It is required that the new professor be a native

speaker of Finnish
Jan must be a native speaker of Finnish.
i. 'lt must be tuue that Jan is a native speaker ofF.'

. srauve

epistemic
root

epistemic

root
ind.level

episternic
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ü. #'It is required that Jan be a native speaker of Finnisl/ root
d. Jan moet zijn kamer voor morgen vijfuur hebben opgeruimd. 

_

Jan must his room before tomorrow five o'"lo"k h",r" .1"un"Tt"""t"
¡. 'lt must be true that Jan will have cleancd his room

tomor¡ow before five o'clock.' epistemic
ii. 'Jan is required to have cleaned his room tomorrow.' root

before five o'clock'
e. God said: The earth must be a planet

i. 'God thought that the earth was a planet.' epistemic
ii. 'God required that the earth be a planet (and not a star).' root

5. A new classification ofmodal interpretations

The two parameters for modal interpretations isolated in the previous sectron,
[* subject-oriented] and lt potential polarity transitionl, are independent,
leldingthe four different types of modal interpretation in Table 1. An exampÌe
of each interpretation is given in (21). The most interesting result is that the
two parameters correctly predict that modal interpretations oftfpe d. shou_ld
exist. This tl?e ofinterpretation is discussed in Section 8.

ïäble 1. A new classifrcation ofinterpretations of moda.l ve¡bs i¡ Dutch

[+ subject-oriented] [- subject-oriented]
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d. Jan moet Marie niet.
Jan must Marie not
'Jan does not like Marie.'

e. Jan moet z'n kamer gisteren hebben opgeruimd.
Jan must his room yesterday have cleaned
'Jan must have cleaned his room yesterday'

antipathy

epistemic

As will be clear from Table 1, the two parameters cannot distinguish between
dispositional and direct deontic interpretations. Perhaps this is simply a lexical
ambiguity that cannot be reduced to the s)-ntactic context ofthe modal. I leave
this issue for future research.

6. How the complement determines modal interpretation

Täble I captures the conclusion drawn in Section 3 that the epistemic-root
disti¡ction does not depend on the subject-orientation ofthe modal: a modal
can be a monadic predicate and at the same time have a root interpretation.
Under the assumpton that the âmbiguity of modals is not lexical, the comple-
ment ofthe modal is the only possible source of ambiguit¡. There are a number
of differences between complements of epistemic modals and complements of
root modaìs:

Table 2. Diffe¡ences between epistemic and root interpretations in Dutch

Epistemic
[+ potertial polarity t¡aNition]

[- potential polariry transition]

a, Dispositional
b. Di¡ect deontic
d. Sympathy/antipathy

c. Indirect deontic

e. Epistemic

Potentiaì poÌarity
ûanslnon
Scale ofcomplement

Category ofcomplement
Defrnite complement

not required

negative - affirmative
tor: no-yes./

verbal only
yes

required

0-1
(number of events)

all categories

no
(21) a.

b.

c.

Jan mag graag de baas spelen.
Jan may eagerly the boss play
'Jan likes to be the boss.'
iij mag van mij de kamer uit.
you may fiom me the room out
'I allow you to leave the room,'
De kamer moet schoon zijn.
the room must clean be
'It .is required that the room be clean '

dispositional

direct deontic

indirect deontic

The first three differences have been illustrated above. The fourth difference,
the definiteness of the complement, is the key to understanding the influence
of the complement on the interpretation of the modal. 'Defrnite complement'
i¡ this table means that the complement of an epistemic modal is a definite
verbal argument, not a nominal argument, sì¡ce it arguably is not.ra The com-
Dlement ofan eDistemic modal behaves like a defihite constituent on a number
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oftests, whereas the infinitival complement of a modal in the root interpreta-
tions behaves like an indefinite constituent on the same tests.rs For example,
indefinites but not definites can occur in the exclamative constructions in 122)
and (23). These exclamative constructions disambiguate the modals. Modals
can only have root interpretations here, so the infinitival complement of an
epistemic modal patterns with defi¡ite constituents.

(22) a. Een auto dat Jan heeft!
a car that Jan has
'Jan has a very nice car!' (exclamative)

b. *Die auto dat Jan heeft!
that car that Jan has

c. Werken dat lan kan!
work that Jan can
i. 'Jan is able to work very hard.'
ii. +'It is possible that Jan is working very hard.'

(23) a. Wat heeft ]an een auto!
what has Jan a car
,drr xdr d vrr), rx!ç rdr.

b. xWat heeft Jan die auto!
what has Jan that car

c. Wat kan Jan eten!
what can ]an eat
i. 'Ian can eat very much!' (exclamative)
ii. *'It is possible that Jan eats very much!'

I propose to characterise this difference between infinitival complements of
epistemic and root modals s)'ntactically as in (24). Root modals take an in-
defrnite verbal complement IndP, whereas epistemic modals take a definite
verbal complement D"P. This DuP complement must be specified by Nega-
tion/Afñrmation, as will be argued below.ró

(24) a. rcoti fpup Du [¡ao¿"¡p Modal h.dp h,,i ONE lvp V]ll
b. epistemic: [¡1.¿¡p Modal [p"p NEG/AIF [¡"p D, [r"ap [r.aONE [wV]ll

The IndP (Individuator Phrase) with (abstract) head ONE is the verbal coun-
terpart of ân indefinite noun phrase (or NumP), and provides the value 1 on
the numerical0-1 scale. In root interpretations with an infinitival complement,
modals take an IndP, thus satisÍ|ing the requirementthat the complement ofa
modal denote a value on a bounded scale, leaving the choice ofthe verb free.
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I iake an (abstract) verbal D" to establish the semantic relation between
subject and event, identiffing the subject as the source, starting Point, agent,
possessor ofthe event (cf. Barbiers 1995). In traditional terms, Du is responsible
for assigning an external Theta-role to the subject in its Spec when the verb is
transitive or unergative. However,I take it to be present with unaccusative verbs
as well. Du is the equivalent ofabstract or little r, (Larson 1988; Hale and Keyser
1993; ChomslcF 1995; see Collins 1997 for the Dlike properties of little v).

Due to the presence of D", the complement of the modal is definite in the
case ofthe epistemic i¡terpretation. If it is correct that Du has to be Present in
the complement of an epistemic modal it follows that only verbal complements
allow an epistemic interpretation. Verbs will always be dominated by verbal D".
When D" dominates a predicâte of category À, P, N, the resulting constituent
will be verbal too (cf. Hale and Keyser 1993). Only when Du is absent can the
resulting complement be non-verbal, and then epistemic i¡terPretations are
impossible.

Maximally generalising the lexical argument structure of modals, I assume
that also in the case of the epistemic interpretation the complement should
denote a value on a bounded scale. The presence of Negation/AfÊrmation in
the complement of an epistemic modal is necessary to provide such a value.
Since a defrnite constituent denotes an entity or an event/state, not a scalar
value, it cannot be the complement of a modal when negation/affirmation are

absent. Epistemic and root interpretations involve different scales, then, be-
cause in epistemic interpretations Negation/AfÊrmation Provides the scale and
in root interpretations IndP.

The claim that defrnite constituents without Negation/Afñrmation cannot
be the complement ofa modal is supported by the behaviour of nominal com-
plements of modals. Whereas indefinites and other constituents that provide
a value on a bounded scale can be the complement of a modal, NPs with a

defi¡ite determiner cannot. l7

(25) a. Ian kan alles/niets/iets/EEN ding.
Jan can alUnothing/something/one thing
'Jan is able to do ever¡hing/nothing/something/one thing.'

*Jan kan het werk.
Jan can the work
Jan moet een/*het \.riendinnetje.
lan must a/the girl friend
'Jan wants to find a girl Íìiend.'

root
epistemic

toot
eplstemrc
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As in the case of epistemic intetpretations, the modal can take an NP with a
definite determiner when negation or afñrmation provides the required value:

(26) a. Jan kan het werk *(niet/wel).
Jan can the work not/AFFTRM
'Jan is (not) able to do the wotk.'

b. Jan moet het vriendinhetje *(niet).

lan must the girl friend not
'Jan does not like the girl friend.'

In this view, then, epistemic modals and the modals in the construction in (26)
have in common that they take a definite complement that cannot provide a
value on a bounded scale. This forces the presence of negation/afÊrmation.

The absence of a polarity transition both in the epistemic interpretation
and in the definite nominal constructions in (26) (cf. Tables I and 2) can now
be related to the nature ofthe complement. rtvhen the complement is definite,
a polarity transition is impossible, whereas when the complement is indefrnite,
adjectival, prepositionâl or verbal, a polarþ transition is possible. It is plau-
sible that the impossibility of a transition is related to the fact that definite
constituents have a fixed reference, while the possibility of a transition derives
from (among other things) the variable reference ofindefinite constituents.

7. The slmtactic representation of subject-orientation

An epistemic modal is never subject-oriented (it is always monadic), whereas
a root modal may or may not be subiect-oriented. This follows straightfor-
wardly from the structures proposed in (24). If it is correct that D" establishes
the semantic relation between a subject and a verb, identirying the subject as

the source, starti¡g point, possessor, agent of what is denoted by the verb, it
depends entirely on the base position of the modal whether a semantic relation
will be established between the subject and modaì or not.18

(27) a. rcot [p"p Subject [p, Ø h,r.¿p [¡a.¿ Modal lrn¿p [1"¿ Ø lvp
verblllllll

b. epistemic: [u.¿p [u.¿ Modal [¡"r Subject [p" Ø ln¿p h,¿ Ø lvp
ve¡blllllll

According to standard compositional semantics (cf. Heim and Kratzer 1998),
in (27a) D" is a binary relation between subject and ModP, so the subject will be
interpreted as the source ofthe modality (dispositional interpretation) or the
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possessor of the modality (direct deontic interpretation). In (27b), Du cannot
be a binary relation between subject and ModR because ModP dominates D"P
The fact that an epistemic modal is never subject-oriented is thus a direct con-
seq!Ìence ofthe assumption that the modal selects D,P (including the subject)
in such cases.

Indirect root hterpretations, in which the modal is a monadic Predicate,
may now arise in two ways; (i) D"P is entrely absent and the modal selects

NumR PP or AP; (ii) D"P is present, but the subject reconstructs at LF into
a position within the scope of the modal, [SpecVP]. I will not discuss these
possibilities any further here (cf. Barbiers 1995 for discussion).

The argument structure of modals at LF is summarised in (28). The lexical
relational information associâted with modals, whatever its precise content,
must fi]lly match the semantic relations determined by syntactic structure. A
modal can be dyadic or monadic. In both cases, one argument must provide a
value on a bounded scale. Class V gives rise to polarity effects and is discussed
in the next section.
(28) I. Dispositional

Relation:
Example:

Direct deontic
Relation:
Example:

modal (entity, value on bounded scale)
mag ( []anl, h.¿¡ schaatsenl)
may (Jan, skate)
Jan mag graag schaatsen.

Jan may eagerly skate
'Jan likes skating.'

modal (entity, value on bounded scaÌe)
mag ([]anl, lhdp schaatsen])
may (lan, skate)

Ian mag van mii schaatsen.
I"- me- nf ma cl¿ato

'I allow Jan to skate.'

modal (value on bounded scale)
moet ([¡,¿p de briefop tijd in Amsterdam zijn])
must (the letter be ir Amsterdam on time)
De brief moet op lijd in Amsterdam zi.in.
tle letter must on time in Amsterdam be
'The letter must be in Amsterdam on time.'

modal (value on bounded scale)

Indirect deontic
Relation:

Epistemic
Relation:
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mag (lN"gp¡ter [pp Jan net zijn kamer opgeruimd
hebbenl l)
may (Jan just his room cleaned have)
Jan mag net ziin kamer opgeruimd hebben, het is
Jan may just his room cleaned have, it is
al weer een rommel.
already again a mess
'It may be true that Jan has cleaned hrs rtrom,
but it's a mess agaùr.'

modal (entity, value on a bounded scale)
mag (lMarie], lN"grn niet/wel])
may (Marie, not/errrnn.trrvr)
Jan mag Marie niet/wel
Jan may Marie not/AFFTRMÄTrv!
'fan likes Marie/)an does not like Marie'
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and its 'external' argument is established by âbstract D" (cf. Section 6 and
7), I propose the structure in (30) for this construction.2r According to stan-
dard compositional sernantics, the modal in (30) is a binary relation between
Negation/Affi rmatiorr anð DP 2 Mane.

(30) lp"p l¡¡p1 løn] le" Ø ftqoap niet/wel Íy.ad ffiøg/moet lopz Marie llll)ll
lan not/¡rrrn may/must Marie

The idea that Negation/Afñrmation can be an argument ofa verb is supported
by the behavior pf epistemic verbs (cf. Barbiers (2000) for a detaiÌed analysis
and more arguments). Note that the construction in (31a) cannot be anal-
ysed as a case of ellipsis since a fulI complement with a verbal core is im-
possible (31c). Put differentl¡ van niet/wel and full CP-complements are in
complementary distribution.

(31) a. Jan denkt/hoopt/gelooft van niet/wel.
b. fantlinks/hopes/believesnot/so.
c. *fan denkt/hoopt/gelooft van niet/wel dat Marie komt.

lan thinks/hopes/believes ofnot/so that Marie comes

Finally, the fact that moeten 'mrsf is negative polar while m ogen'may' is bipo-
lar with definite nominal complements follows from an independent difference
between the two modalsi moeten'must' is a universal quantifier, whereas n o-
g¿l¿'may'is an existential quantifier ([not may not] = must, iust like lnot one
not] = aÌÐ. It is a general property of universal quantiflers that they cannot be
specified by wel (AFFIRMÄIIVE), whereas they can be specifred by fi¿t'not'.
This may be a tautological effecr: wel indicates that a given value is the highest
on a scale, which is redundant in the case of universal quantiflers, which denote
the highest value on a scâle themselves. Existential quantifrers can be specified
both by afftrmative and negative morphemes, as the followirg contrasts show.

(32) a. Niet/*Wel allemaal gingen we naar het feest.
not/.{FF all went we to the party
'We did not all go to the party.'

b. Niet/*Wel alles heeft Jan gedaan.
not/err ever¡thing has Jan done
'Jan did not do ever¡hing.'

c. Niet/*Wel altüd regende het
not/ÀFF always rained it
'It was not always raining.'

d. Niemand/Wel iemand heeft Jan gesProken (maar niet veel gasten).22

nobody/,rrr someone has lan spoken (but not many Suests)

Example:

V Negative/Positive
Relation:
Example:

8. Negative polar moeten and,bipolar mogen

As we have seen in the previous sections, the modals moeten'mtsl' et mogen
'may' are polarity items when they occur with definite nominal complements
(cf. 29), while they are not polarity items in their other uses. In this secrion it
is argued that this polarity is not an accidental leúcal idioslncracy, but follows
from the general requirement that one ofthe arguments of the modal denote
a value on a bounded scale.re In the unmarked case, the scale is provided by
the complement of the modal, anð, then moeten and mogen are not polarity
items. A definite nominal complement cannot provide the required scale and
therefore negation or afñrmation must be present.

(29) a. Jan mag Marie *(niet/wel.)20

Jan may Marie not/AFFTRMÀTrvx
'Jan does not like/likes Marie.'

b. Ian moet Marie *(niet)/(*wel).

Ian must Marie not
'lan does not lke Marie.'

This explanation entails that Negation/Æfirmation can be one of the argu-
ments ofa modal and that the modals in (29) should not be analysed as simple
transitive verbs. Maintaining the hlpothesis that the relation bet\^/een a verb
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i. 'Jan did not talk with anybod¡'
ii. 'Jan did talk with somebod¡ but not with many people'

e. Niets/lvel iets heeft lan gedaan (maar niet veel).
nothing/arr something has Jan done (but not much)
i. 'lan did not do ani.thing.'
ii. 'Jan did do something, but not mu'chÌ

f. Nooit/lvel ooit is Jan daar geweest (maar niet vaak).
never/arr ever is Jan there been (but not often)
i. 'lan has never been there.'
ü. 'Jan has been there, but not often.'

Thùs, moeten is unipolar because it is a universal quantifier and universal
quantifrers cannot be specified by an afflrmative morpheme.

In sum, the negative polarity of moeten and the bipolarity of mogeru are
the result of the interaction between two properties: (i) the universal versus
existential nature of moeten and, mogen and (ii) the general property of modals
that they require an argument providing a value on a bounded scale.

9. fünclusion

This investigation of the complements of modals leads to the conclusion that
the ambiguity of modal verbs is primarily determined by sgrtactic and seman-
tic properties ofthe complement ofthe modal.

Notes

* I thank Jack Hoeksema and Virginia Brennan fo¡ comments on earlie¡ versions of this
paper The usual disclaimers apply.

r. I discuss Dutch data only. The construction also exists in Norwegian, which has the
same ¡estrictions on the type of complemert as Dutch. Ge¡man and AÊikaans also have
the construction, but with more t€strictions: these languages allow only a subset of the
complements that can occur with a modal in Dutch and Norwegian.
2. In the epistemic interpretatioû the modal qualifres the truth of â p¡opositior. The root
interpretations involve obligation, permission, ability and will. See Lyons (1977), Palmer
(1986) and Barbiers (1995) for discussion and classification ofmodal inte¡pretatiors.
3. The '/ sign meaûs that the interp¡etation of the clause without an inûnitive is not
equivalent to the irterpretation of the clause with an infinitive.
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4. Fo¡ reasoN that I do füly not understand, the epistemic interpretatioù of fiogefi'maÌ is
only felicitous ir a concessive context, which requr¡es the preserce ofa consecutive clause.

5. Cf. Barbiers (1995) fo¡ an elabo¡ation ofthis argument and for otler arguments.

6. Irterestingly, complements that leld ungÌammaticality because they do not denote a
scalebecome grammatical in the comparative:

(i) a. +Deze wijn moet oud
this ûine must old

b. Deze wijn moet (nog een jaar) ouder
this wiûe must one more year older

In view of our generalisatior, this must mean that the comparative denotes a value on a
boûrded scale. It is clear that a comparative introduces a scale with a ìower bound, namely
the degree of comparision. The upper bound must then be taken to be implicitly given, as
in (i. b). The difference with the u¡grammatical non-compa¡âtive cases is that here evet
implicit specification is irnpossible.

7, As is the case with selectional restrictions in othe¡ conte{s, tt?e-coercion arises when
the complement does not satisry the restriction that it denote a bounded scale. The effect
ofthis is that the heârer ùill try to inte¡pret as bounded any complemerìt that denotes an
unbounded scalè in the unmarked case. Provided the propû context, this is possible fo¡
many unbouíded predicates. The¡efo¡e, it is impossible to give a complete list ofp¡edicates
that can be the complement ofa modal.

8. oper is aa adjective here; a verb would have the krßrrrti'ualfotmt oPenen.

9. For an overview ofarguments agâinstthe raising-control analysis ofthe epistemic-root
ambiguiry see the Int¡oduction of this volume.

ro. See below for a ¡efutation ofpotential counterexamples.

rr. The '#' indicates that an interpretation is not available.

rz. When the perfective complement denotes the completion of an event at some pont rn
the past, thisbecomes a 6xed property: onceithas been established that John has cleanedhis
room at five o'clock, January 10, 1999, this remains true foreve¡ and ca¡ûot change anymore.

13. Contrary to what I clâim in Ba¡biers (1995), it can¡ot be the infinitival fo¡m (the
morpheme -¿7r) that denotes the value l Finite verbs introduce the value I as well, if the
diagnostic ofmodification by haf is reliable:

(i) Jan lachte half
]ohn laughed half

(ii) Jan besefte maar halfdat hij gekozen was
|ohn realised only half that he choseû was

4. For example, infrnitival complements ofmodals may follow the frnite ve¡b in embedded
clauses, unlike nominal complernents.

r5. The non-nominal nature of the complement may be dete¡mined by the verbal head or
by functional elements.
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16. Cf Barbiers (1995) for an elaborated version ofthis idea within a compositional syntac-
tic theory ard for more arguments.

y, Caseslike lan kax dar 'John can tiat' do not count as countetexamples because dcf is
not a definite determiner here but a propredi:cate, ãs in Jan is dokter en Piet is dãt ook IiT.
'loh¡ is doctor and Pete is th¿t too:
18. For reasons ofspâce we have omitted Negation/AfÊrmation in this structure.
r9. Obviousl¡ it has to be specified in the lexicon that Dutch modals aÌlow nominal com-
plements. This may be considered an idios;ncracy given that in many languages modals
cantot have a nominal complement. The claim in the main text, howevet is restdcted to the
polariry ofmodals with a defrnite nominal complement- This is not a lexical idiosyncracy
but follows from general propedes of modals.
20. Since affirmative is the unmarked value ofclauses, it maybe implicit.
21. The stmc¡u¡e àbstr acts away fiom linear word otd€r.
22. The continuations in this and the follor ¡ing examples are necessary to make the vaiants
with an afÊ¡mative morpheme acceptable. Such a continuation does not help in the negative
polar cas€s.
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